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You might wonder if this edition of B-RETINA was created to idolize the figure of Nicolas Cage or if your 
suspicions are true: over time he has become a jester, a declined actor who survives with the memory of golden 
years, no one takes him seriously anymore, he only makes Z movies, and this edition is created to make fun of 
him. We’re sorry to disappoint you, but you're wrong, Nicolas Cage is a messenger from GOD and we're going to 
prove it to you.

An Oscar-winning actor like Tom Hanks one fine day gets a 100% performance, but our friend Nick gets a 200% 
performance in every scene. If the performance level could be measured with a Dragon Ball visor, it would 
explode at exceeding normal performance levels.

Nick doesn't understand middle ground, if he needs to be sad in a scene, he becomes the saddest person in the 
planet. If Nick is asked to unleash his rage… the best thing is to move a few meters away, because he will erupt 
like a volcano and the ground will shake in such a way that we will believe that the end of the world has arrived. 
If you freeze a film at one of those moments, when it reaches the maximum possible performance by a human 
being, you can see a faint aura around him, they are little particles of pure talent oozing.

Nick gives everything for his art regardless of the budget of the movie, therefore he gives everything for the 
audience. He is one of the few actors who feels that he enjoys acting as much as we do watch him. That if it 
weren't a multi-million dollar business, he would still make movies, because he loves cinema above all things. 
There is a humility and sincerity in the way he acts that we are not able to see in the rest of the actors; which 
makes him someone unique, an endangered breed among actors concerned about social networks and what 
they will say.

We can only be grateful for someone who works so hard to give us those unforgettable moments. Send him love, 
hugs and join his sect (if he decides to create one, let's hope so).

INTRODUCTION



TUESDAY

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

PROGRAM
18:30h - Vampire’s Kiss
21:00h - Lagunas: La Guarida del Diablo

18:30h - The Rock
21:00h - Podcast: Este Podcast es Canon

19:00h - The Wicker Man
21:00h - Podcast: Estamos Vivas

17:00h - The Stylist
19:00h - Housewife Aliens vs Gay Zombies
22:30h - B-RETINA VS CUTRECON:
     Sgt. Kabukiman NYPD + Puma Man  
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SATURDAY

SUNDAY

12:00h -  Tribute to: Sebastiá d’Arbó
            Projection: Viaje al más allá
16:00h - Thrist
18:00h - Presentation of the book:
    Las 100 primeras películas de Nicolas Cage
19:00h - Slasher
21:00h - Concert: Atomic Leopards 
22:30h - Tribute to: Javier Botet
23:30h - Eating Miss Campbell

12:00h - Children's session: Jumanji
15:00h - Double session: Caroushell 2 + Black Madonna
18:00h - Short Film Competition

(Outdoor stage)



VAMPIRE’S
KISS
Tuesday - 18:30

THE ROCK
Wednesday - 18:30

THE
WICKER
MAN
Thursday - 19:00
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CAGE CYCLE
A genius, a character meme, took advantage of nepotism, or an actor with pedigree?

As they say in the countryside… Whose are you?

Whether you're a fan, a detractor, or just don’t care at all, Nicolas Cage sure has been in your life in some way. 
From B-Retina we have dared to do what many festivals have surely thought about but have never dared: to pay 
tribute in our theme and leitmotif of the present edition to one of the most prolific actors of our era.

With our Cage Cycle we want to represent 3 of the most notable eras of our Nick's career: his quite remarkable 
beginning, his golden age and the beginning of his career decline, that, thankfully, has overcome over the years 
thanks to projects of undoubted quality such as the recent Pig (2022) or Colour Out of Space (2019).

As a representation of his beginnings, we will have the brilliant Vampire's Kiss (1988), in which Uncle Cage plays 
a literary agent who loses his marbles obsessed with the fact that one of his clients is a vampire who bit him. 
There’s 999 of the 1000 facial expressions of our friend.

As for its golden age, what better than the epic The Rock (1996) to enjoy it again on the big screen? Michael Bay 
doing what he does best: action and explosions everywhere with a top class cast and with Nick Cage in a state 
of grace.

Finally, it's been hard for us to stick with just one of 
the weird ones that Uncle Cage shot during his era 
of drugs, debt and messiness. So, we thought 
having a horrible movie that also insultingly adapts 
a genre classic was a double win for our loved and 
respected audience. So, we decided to have The 
Wicker Man (2006), to enjoy once more "not the 
bees!" on the big screen.

And if you thought the films in this retrospective 
cycle would be our only homages and nods to Sir 
Cage, you are wrong. Come to the festival every 
day and check it out!

Tuesday - 18:30   VAMPIRE’S KISS
Wednesday – 18:30   THE ROCK
Thursday - 19:00   THE WICKER MAN





LAGUNAS:
LA GUARIDA DEL DIABLO

Josuè lives as a hermit in a house in the middle of the countryside where he takes care of his brother, who does 
not leave the house because of his condition. He maintains the grocery store inherited from his father and 
survives through his faith, alcohol and caring for his brother as the mainstays of his existence. 

When his brother runs away from home and crosses paths with Abigail, the only person Josuè can consider a 
friend, his life will change forever, and he will walk down dark and dangerous paths.

The new film by the Catalan director and producer Marc Carreté (Asmodexia, After the Lethargy) delves into the 
darkest corners of the human condition and ends in a demonstration of absolute strength by its protagonist, 
Joan Frank Charansonnet, who fills the screen during practically the entire film and presents one of the most 
tormented characters in the national fantasy of recent years. With clear influences from american gothic, we will 
enjoy the Catalan premiere and the surprises that Lagunas, la guarida del diablo hides.

Director: Marc Carreté   País: España   Año: 2022   Duración: 86”

With an appearance by Marc Carreté, Joan Frank Charansonnet and part of the film's team

Tuesday - 21:00 PREMIERE 
Catalan

Director: Marc Carreté   Country: Spain   Year: 2022   Duration: 86”

OPENING SESSION





ESTE PODCAST
ES CANON
"Este Pódcast es Canon" was created by Cristian Tomé and Sergi Noguera 
to unleash their passion for cinema, pop culture, and many other topics 
that you would never think they can chat about.

It’s not enough for them with the specials on the show about their favouri-
te films, and not having any spare time left in their lives, so they decided 
to make a weekly newscast where they review the current cinematogra-
phic news and the most anticipated premieres, always with sharp humour, 
trying to keep what little sanity they have left.

In 1972 they were sent to prison by a military court for a crime they didn't 
commit. These men promptly escaped from a maximum-security stocka-
de. Today, still wanted by the government, they survive as soldiers of 
fortune. If you have a problem, if no one else can help, and if you can find 
them, maybe you can hire them...

Wednesday- 21:00 Podcast

ESTAMOS VIVAS
In the summer of 2021, after many years of a 
friendship forged thanks to their passion for the 
genre cinema, Xavi Sánchez Pons and Javier 
Parra (film and culture critics and a bit bonkers 
in equal measure) agreed to start the engines in 
a long-personal term project. This is how 
¡Estamos Vivas!, the horror film podcast you 
didn't know you needed, was born, in which 
there is room for the latest news released in 
commercial theatres, to those invisible gems 
rescued from the strongholds of trash, the 
B-rated and underground cinema.

Now, the Javis del Terror™ come to B-Retina with 
a rigorously live episode (and in total harmony 
with the spirit of the festival) dedicated to 
Troma.

Thursday - 21:00Podcast

Josuè lives as a hermit in a house in the middle of the countryside where he takes care of his brother, who does 
not leave the house because of his condition. He maintains the grocery store inherited from his father and 
survives through his faith, alcohol and caring for his brother as the mainstays of his existence. 

When his brother runs away from home and crosses paths with Abigail, the only person Josuè can consider a 
friend, his life will change forever, and he will walk down dark and dangerous paths.

The new film by the Catalan director and producer Marc Carreté (Asmodexia, After the Lethargy) delves into the 
darkest corners of the human condition and ends in a demonstration of absolute strength by its protagonist, 
Joan Frank Charansonnet, who fills the screen during practically the entire film and presents one of the most 
tormented characters in the national fantasy of recent years. With clear influences from american gothic, we will 
enjoy the Catalan premiere and the surprises that Lagunas, la guarida del diablo hides.

With Sergi Noguera and  Cristian Tomé

With Javi Parra and Xavi Sánchez-Pons





THE STYLIST
Claire (Najara Townsend) is a hairdresser who sometimes takes 
home more than just the satisfaction of a job well done. When he 
meets Olivia (Brea Grant) and she asks her to do her hair for her 
wedding, her peculiarities and secret lifestyle threatens to come to 
light.

To consider The Stylist just a slasher is to be too simplistic. Because 
what the director Jill Gevargizian proposes to us with her first feature 
by approaching it from a psychological and emotional perspective, 
goes beyond what the well-sharpened genre usually suggests to us.

We always like to open the festival weekend with a surprise that 
departs from the usual tone of our programming, and this year, that 
feature will be carried out by Gevargizian's feature film debut. Come 
to the hair saloon and get there early so you don't miss it. Hope it’s not 
Claire who’s going to do your hair!

Director: Jill Gevargizian   Country: EEUU   Year: 2020   Duration: 105’

Friday - 17:00

HOUSEWIFE ALIENS
VS GAY ZOMBIES
A murderous housewife is resurrected by an alien 
creature, while an unhappily married gay man is possessed 
by a demon and turned into a zombie. The two infernal 
creatures unleash chaos, while two small policemen must 
stop them and save the world.

Housewife Alien vs. Gay Zombie takes the best of trash 
and B-rated with a queer filter. The result couldn't be 
funnier: humour, practical effects, and numerous crazy 
ideas that John Waters would be proud of. A work that we 
wanted to recuperate from the depths of the Internet to 
return it where it deserves: a room full of demented.

Friday - 19:00

Director: Andreas Samuelson   Country: Sweden   Year: 2020  Duration 95”
With the presence of director Andreas Samuelson

PREMIERE 
National

OFFICIAL COMPETITION SECTION

OFFICIAL COMPETITION SECTION
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A murderous housewife is resurrected by an alien 
creature, while an unhappily married gay man is possessed 
by a demon and turned into a zombie. The two infernal 
creatures unleash chaos, while two small policemen must 
stop them and save the world.

Housewife Alien vs. Gay Zombie takes the best of trash 
and B-rated with a queer filter. The result couldn't be 
funnier: humour, practical effects, and numerous crazy 
ideas that John Waters would be proud of. A work that we 
wanted to recuperate from the depths of the Internet to 
return it where it deserves: a room full of demented.

B-RETINA VS CUTRECON:
SGT KABUKIMAN NYPD 
VS PUMA MAN
Cutrecon is a veteran festival that celebrates the best of the worst in cinema, filling Madrid theatres everywhere. 
Not content with this, its perpetrators spend the whole year preparing special sessions that they like to call it 
“cine cutre” (shabby cinema), creating irreversible trauma in innocent spectators.

We couldn't feel more identified with their work, which is why we both established a friendship a few years ago 
at both festivals that have twinned our projects. So, it was only a matter of time before the engagement was 
formalized in a night of carnage and destruction in Cornellà.

Our versus was born in the last edition of B-Retina. It’s very simple: we invite a friend festival to pick a film as 
infamous as possible, we pick one with a similar theme, and throw them both in the arena for you to decide, 
through insults, which film is the most did you like it and which is the least. The B-SERIES WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 
belt is up for grabs again!

For this edition, we will have the presence of Juan Pérez, programmer of Cutrecon who will be representing the 
festival with Puma Man (1980, Alberto de Martino). Following the same line of infamous superheroes, B-Retina 
bets for a Troma classic—because you know we like Troma more than anything in the world—such as Sgt. 
Kabukiman NYPD (1991, Lloyd Kaufman/Michael Herz).
 
This is indeed a clash of titans!

Friday - 22:30
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TRIBUTE TO:
SEBASTIÀ D’ARBÓ
Professor Sebastià D'Arbó was born in 1947 in Terres de l'Ebre. His professional life has oscillated between various 
domains as a psychologist, journalist, screenwriter, writer, producer, director and editor for both film and TV, but 
for which he is best known is for his facet as a researcher of esoteric and paranormal phenomena.

Throughout the 80’s, D'Arbó developed his career in cinema, adding emblematic titles to his filmography, such as 
his first feature film Viaje al más allá or El ser. For his contribution to the field of fantasy cinema and for his 
constant and continuous involvement with genre cinema, from B-Retina we want to pay tribute to his career, 
screening his first feature film. The screening will be preceded by a presentation by Sebastià D'Arbó himself with 
the author Diego Peñalver of his book Viaje al más allá.

Saturday - 12:00
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THIRST
Saturday - 16:00

Director: Steinþór Hróar Steinþórsson, Gaukur Úlfarsson   Country: Iceland   Year: 2019  Duration: 90”

PREMIERE 
National

OFFICIAL COMPETITION SECTION

The film will be preceded by the screening of the short film MORIRÍA POR VO

A drug-addicted woman is accused of murdering her brother. When she is released lacking evidence, he meets 
a gay, centenarian vampire with whom she fights a sect while escaping from an avid and persistent detective.

Thirst is a very pleasant surprise that, despite being produced in 2019, has tiptoed across our country, and we will 
have the national premiere. It has fine Nordic humour, some social debate from queer theory and huge amounts 
of blood, viscera and some sausages. 

The film will be preceded by the short film Moriría por vos, shot entirely in Cornellà. A group of friends, during a 
wild and crazy party night, must face paranormal and terrifying events that will make them fear for their lives.









How many Nicolas Cage movies have you seen? Practically, any human being has seen, at least once in their 
life, the gestures, and intense gesticulation of the legendary actor after a four-decade career, building a 
filmography in which masterpieces coexist with insane “sub-films”. Its mythical intensity has given rise to all 
kinds of legends. Is it true that he ate a beetle while filming a scene? Did he pull some teeth to feel the pain? 
Does he have his own interpretive method based on shamanic concepts?

All these questions and many more are answered in Las 100 primeras películas de Nicolas Cage (The 100 first 
films of Nicolas Cage), a unique book to celebrate an unrepeatable actor.

We will have the presence of its authors Paco Alcázar and Torïo García.

Saturday - 18:00

PRESENTATION OF THE BOOK:
LAS 100 PRIMERAS
PELÍCULAS DE
NICOLAS CAGE
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Saturday - 19:00

SLASHER
Julio has turned 18 and his mother gives him a long-awaited gift: the mask with which his father, a serial killer, 
killed his victims. While a group of young people visit the village where he lives in July, he will try to fulfil his new 
obligations.

Slasher is defined by its own title, but it also tries to break away from the clichés associated with the genre by 
playing with perspective and placing the killer as the centrepiece of the plot rather than a mere armed and 
masked antagonist.
First long feature by director Alberto Armas, we will have his first long feature premier at the festival.

Previously, we will have the special screening of the short film Despedida Sangrienta 2, a caring tribute to the 
horror of the 70s/80s, shot by the Baba brothers.It tells us the story of Regan and DJ, and sweet Julie (with whom 
they have nothing to do), but all they embark on a journey together along Route 112, where fate has a gruesome 
end in store for them.

Director: Alberto Armas Díaz   Country: Spain   Year: 2022   Duration: 100”

With the presence of director Alberto Armas

PREMIERE 
NationalOFFICIAL COMPETITION SECTION

The film will be preceded by the screening of the short film DESPEDIDA SANGRIENTA 2
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Saturday - 21:00

ATOMIC LEOPARDS
Atomic Leopards is a group formed in 2005 by Santi and David Lluch, both members of the legendary Hellbilly 
Club. They were born for fun. They began to play and record adaptations of songs that had influenced them and 
eventually it turned out to be more than just entertainment.

The group's style is nurtured by many influences with a solid base of classic rock'n'roll and rockabilly with 
touches of blues, country, swing and instrumentals mixed with their characteristic personal touch. The vast 
majority of the songs they perform are designed and composed by these brothers. 

It should also be noted that the Lluch brothers are renowned musicians with more than twenty years of 
experience on stage and countless concerts throughout the country and the rest of Europe. Among many others, 
they have collaborated or formed parallel bands with artists of the stature of “Sigue Sigue Sputnik”, “The 
Polecats”, “The Quakes”, “Matchbox”, “Los Rebeldes”, “Jungle Tigers”, Johnny Red and more.

They have given several interviews and have appeared in various media such as Catalunya Radio, Enderrock TV 
and La 2 de RTVE, etc. and as a soundtrack for films such as La mujer Ilegal. They have several albums, an EP and 
several singles on the market.

Outside concert





You have to love Javier Botet. It cannot be otherwise. A guy who has embodied dozens (if not hundreds) of 
monsters around the world, working on blockbusters and with top directors, as well as on tiny projects with 
friends, he deserves all our respect and admiration. It is the equivalent of this music band that gives everything 
with both 5 and 5,000 people in the audience. That is why all the festivals of the world should be constantly paying 
tribute to him.

 While others decide, we jump in, and this year we will give our Golden Ticket to this beast of immeasurable 
kindness. And although he will not be able to be in person due to his work commitments (or as he says, his 
calendar is so tight as Catwoman's suit), you will be able to see the honouree in a very special way, and to enjoy 
an excellent selection of his most hilarious short films. Do not miss it!

Saturday - 22:30

TRIBUTE TO:
JAVIER BOTET





Saturday - 23:30

EATING MISS CAMPBELL 
Director Liam Regan is an old friend to Troma fans. Involved for more than a decade in a multitude of projects 
from the Uncle Lloyd Kaufman's company, in which he even made some cameos, Regan is a firm advocate of 
B-feature and low-cost cinema. It was inevitable that his love for the genre would lead to the filming of his own 
projects, and so it was in 2016 when he released his feature film My Bloody Banjo, a festival of blood, fluids and 
laughter.

Just a few weeks ago, he premiered his second work at the Fright Fest in London, entitled Eating Miss Campbell. 
The director himself constantly jokes that it's nothing more than Bloody Banjo 2, and indeed the formula is very 
similar, only that the desire to annoy and twist the knife at every possible class is much more remarkable in this 
new effort. It can be seen that his years at Troma have not been in vain. Don't miss the European premiere of this 
madness and find out if you are able to withstand constant provocations and fluids of all colours and 
consistencies.

Director: Liam Regan   Country: United Kingdom   Year: 2022   Duration: 84”

With the presence of director Liam Regan

PREMIERE 
European
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Every year we are more aware that our children's session 
should be called "nostalgic session for parents who grew up in 
the 80s/90s". Teaching our offspring the gems that made us 
dream and vibrate when we were their age is a magical 
process, and we're proud to be a part of it.

In this edition it is the turn of a classic of the 90s: the 
acclaimed Jumanji (Joe Johnston, 1995), with the dear poor 
Robin Williams and a very young Kirsten Stewart. Enjoy one of 
the best adventure movies of all time again on the big screen. 
Pure and hard entertainment even over the years.

You'll have so much fun that you won't want the game to end. 
Don't forget to shout “Jumanji!”

Sunday - 12:00

CHILDREN'S SESSION:

JUMANJI





CAROUSHELL 2
Duke is back! The murderous unicorn who escaped from a carousel, that is a former Nazi war criminal trapped 
by a curse, continues his wanderings and adventures in an absurd world whose inhabitants deserve only death 
and destruction.

 The sequel to one of the sensations of the last edition of B-Retina - and one of the films you asked for the 
most - could not be missed. Because? Because your wishes are orders! If they don't involve us lend you money, 
of course.

Director: Steve Rudzinski   Country: EEUU   Year: 2021   Duration: 78’

Sunday - 15:00

PREMIERE 
National

OFFICIAL COMPETITION SECTION





The last film in the official section that we will screen will be Black Madonna, a local mockumentary that turns 
the legend of black virgins upside down and presents it as a cross between a true crime documentary and a talk 
show investigation TV. A surprising and original very low-budget proposal that perfectly represents the B-Retina 
spirit in brings talent and ingenuity to the fore. Come and enjoy its world premiere!

Director: Gerry Campmany y A. Torres   Country: Spain   Year: 2022   Duration: 75’

BLACK MADONNA
Sunday- 16:15

PREMIERE 
World

OFFICIAL COMPETITION SECTION



Sunday - 18:00

7o SHORT FILM
COMPETITION
FINALIST SHORT FILMS

La última navidad del universo - David Muñoz and Adrián Cardona
Phonorama - Álex Rey
Covid love - René Nuijens
Un minuto - Miguel Alcalde
Su rider - Alberto Utrera
El semblante - Carlos Moriana and Raúl Cerezo
Cliché - Giuseppe Rattá Gutiérrez
Al nadal toca fusta - Max Calvera Vernet
Joselito - José Carlos Jiménez  and Marta Jiménez Revuelta
La familia infernal - Toni O. Prats and Callahan Ruiz

AWARDS
BEST SHORT FILM GOLDEN PROMISE
500€ and trophy

SECOND BEST SHORT FILM CDMON 
Trophy and surprise pack

Voted by the public

Voted by the public





BEST SHORT FILM GOLDEN PROMISE
500€ and trophy

SECOND BEST SHORT FILM CDMON 
Trophy and surprise pack


